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A lovely state on Indiaâ€™s Western coast, Goa boasts splendid tourism attractions. Endued with
captivating scenery and painted with thriving festivity, the state is a favorite haunt for action-loving
travelers. Read this article to know about Goa tourism and its fascinating charms.  

Goa, a vibrant melting pot, encapsulates two very different worlds: the new and the old, both having
delicious grace quite impossible to surpass over. With fascinating beaches and resorts on one hand
and crumbling forts and ruins on another, Goa presents an electric fusion of today and yester. Come
to this beach capital of Asia and you collect numerous delightful memories to cherish forever.

There is no dearth of holiday attractions in Goa with scintillating beaches being the center of
attractions. Exceptionally beautiful fringed by swaying palms, Goa beaches are an ideal choice to
those seeking relax and rejuvenation. However, they entice adventure-loving tourists too, offering
them a handful of water sports to savor. From wind surfing to scuba diving and snorkeling to
swimming, one can enjoy a range of water sports at Goa beaches. Fascinating churches, gracious
temples and age-old monuments in Goa draw a notable number of travelers. Architectural beauty
and historical significance of these structures can leave anyone spell bound. Some popular
historical attractions in Goa include Chapora Fort, St. Augustineâ€™s Tower, The Basilica of Bom
Jesus, Aguada Fort and Archeological Museum and Portrait Gallery. Lovely scenic wildlife
sanctuaries in Goa are also worth explore, especially for them seeking thrilling wildlife excursion.

Goa boasts a vibrant atmosphere year-round with parties and fests being almost a regular routine
here. Fun-loving travelers from different parts of the world throng Goa to explore its splendid
nightlight and amazing festivity. Goa Carnival is the most colorful and popular fest of the state.
During this three-day festival, which falls in month of February, Goa features fun, frolic and
marry0making all around. Other than that, Diwali, Christmas and New Year Eve are celebrated in
Goa with full enthusiasm. Late night parties at clubs, discotheques, pubs and Goa beaches are
another great source of night fun.

Getting in to Goa is quite easy, as the place is well-connected to the rest of India. Dabolim is the
major airport in the state, to which flights from almost all premium airports are available. Vasco Da
Gama and Murgao are two major railheads in Goa with connectivity to almost everywhere in India.
Traveling on foot is a good option while exploring beaches in Goa. However, you can use excellent
bus network or can hire a taxi or auto-rickshaw to wander around Goa. Dining and accommodation
match every budget and preference, as Goa boasts a wide range of options to choose from.
Varieties of delicious dishes, both international and continental, can be enjoyed. Hotels and resorts
range from five-star pricy to budget-friendly ones, and hence cater every lifestyle and budget. Make
sure you book your accommodation in Goa well in advance, especially when you visit here during
peak season.

Now with accessibility of Goa tour packages, planning a trip to this scenic heaven is quite easy and
stress-free. Searching online, youâ€™ll find a range of package for trip to Goa.
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Sofia Jennie - About Author:
Hungry Bags is a reliable source to book your a Goa tour packages and other deals for a trip to
Goa. With a suitable package in hand, you can ensure a delightful vacation at a beaches in Goa.
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